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2018/19 Instructional Program Review

 Program Review Data and Resources

 

Submission Information (REQUIRED)

Lead Writers: Tanya Kravatz, Evan Adelson

Liason: Pegah Motaleb

Chair: Evan Adelson

Dean: Charles Zappia

CTE: No

 

Faculty/staff (REQUIRED)

T/TT Faculty: 2

Adjunct: 6

Sections taught by T/TT: 11

% of FTEF taught by TTT: 45.8%

Pro Rata: 1

Program Mission (REQUIRED)

The study of sociology as an academic discipline requires rigorous inquiry and systematic interpretation of evidence.
Sociologists focus on collective, as opposed to individualistic, explanations of human behavior, and therefore emphasize
the roles of social structure, culture, and social interaction in shaping behavior both historically and cross-culturally. We
also emphasize the methodological issues endemic to these pursuits: the role of fact and value, quantitative and
qualitative methods, and positivist and constructionist approaches.

Mindful of our role in the community college system, we focus on sociological theory in order to give students a broad
understanding of the issues mentioned above. Accordingly, sociology courses at the college level require substantial
reading, reflection, and writing. Sociologists have a professional duty to encourage the sociological imagination among
students and within the general public.

We also take as axiomatic that the proper understanding of social forces requires an understanding and appreciation of
diversity in thought and social location and of the relationship between the two, and their attendant multiplicity of
perspectives and perceptual adumbration, and their theoretical and methodological implications.

The San Diego Mesa College Behavioral Sciences Department Sociology Discipline offers five sociology courses: Principles
of Sociology, Social Problems, Advanced Principles of Sociology, Sociology of Marriage and the Family, Globalization and
Social Changeand Sociology of Latinos. These courses are for both non-social science majors and sociology majors. In
addition, the student population in the courses is very diverse. For this reason, the mission of the San Diego Mesa
Behavioral Sciences Sociology Discipline is three-fold and as follows:

• To prepare transfer students for upper division sociology courses.

• To prepare students for jobs or careers in sociologically related fields such as Sociology, Social Work, Education, Law,
Medicine, Business, Urban Planning, and Public Policy.
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• To provide a basic understanding of scientific principles of the social world in general so as to prepare students to make
informed decisions about issues they will face as responsible citizens.

The Sociology Faculty of the San Diego Mesa College Department of Behavioral Sciences, in conjunction with our
colleagues throughout the San Diego Community College District, are in accord that their mission is wholly compatible with
the general professional mission of all sociologists. 

The Sociology Faculty understand these major responsibilities to be: 

(1) The offering of high-quality instruction to all students; 

(2) The advancement of student learning; 

(3) Engagement in appropriate scholarly activity; and, 

(4) The rendering of effective professional service.

In order to assure a high level of teaching effectiveness, professional growth, and service to the college and community,
and to advance student learning outcomes, the Sociology Faculty endorse the following resolutions: 
1. Hiring: To recommend for tenure-track appointment only the best qualified persons, while remaining committed to
diversifying our ranks, consistent with College and District policies; 
2. Facilities: To insist that the College and District honor their responsibility to provide high-quality facilities for teaching,
meeting with students, preparing for classes, and conducting research. 
3. Curriculum: To develop, improve, and maintain course offerings that prepare students: 
4. Instruction: To pursue teaching excellence and to facilitate student success in fulfilling college, department, and
sociology program learning outcomes. 
5. Scholarship and teaching: To engage in scholarship which includes not only research, but also the integration and
application of knowledge, and the transformation of knowledge through teaching; 
6. Learning and idea dissemination: To continue learning and exchange of information utilizing all available assistance in
scholarly activity and maintenance of good professional relations among faculty members within the Department and with
faculty in other departments and institutions. 
7. Collegial relations and decorum: To observe standards of professionalism in collegial relations consistent both with a
community of scholars in an atmosphere that incorporates all tenured, tenure-track, adjunct faculty, and students. This
includes, but is not limited to, upholding equity in scheduling, funding access, committee service, and information
dissemination. 
8. Dissemination of intellectual work: To share the results of scholarship with the widest possible audience, through
publication, paper presentation, workshop and panel participation, and other forms of communication; 
9. Resource advocacy: To work with and through School, College, District, AFT Guild, and educational advocacy groups,
and with state political representatives to increase and secure the resources necessary to enhance and sustain the
Department in its mission; 
10. Sociological advocacy: To participate in efforts by individuals, departments, and professional organizations devoted to
the furtherance of sociology as a discipline and to the improvement of instruction and scholarship in sociology.

 

 

The sociology department's mission statement ties into Mesa College institutional goals of student access by creating an
atmosphere conducive to participation and learning for all students.  We contribute to Mesa's goal of student success by
building critical thinking, global awareness, written and oral communication into all of our course work; more specifically,
we teaching cultural awarenss and cultural understanding both within American society and globally, emphasizing the
sociological imagination, and using exams and papers that require students to develop their academic skills.  We also
have created in the new sociology library in The Social and Behavioral Sciences building which contains books and articles
dating back decades on an range of topics from human sexuality to free market economic theory.  Furthermore, our
Sociology Of Latinos class contributes to Mesa College's designation as a Hispanic Serving Institute.

 

 

 Program Overview (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Overview Section (See appendix)
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 Curriculum (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Curriculum Section (See appendix)

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section (See appendix)

 Program Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Analysis Section (See appendix)

 
Program Goals (REQUIRED)

No outcome sets attached

 Action Plans for Non CTE Programs (REQUIRED)

 Project Plan for CTE Programs Only (REQUIRED)

 Closing the Loop (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Closing the Loop (See appendix)
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Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Overview Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program strengths  
Discuss strengths of the program. 

Strengths 

In terms of the overall mission of the college, sociology, by its very nature, plays a 
leading role in accomplishing two of Mesa’s most important tasks: teaching 
students to develop a global awareness and an awareness of diversity.  Our 
globalization class is the most obvious contributor to global awareness, but 
sociology requires a comparative approach between U.S. society and other 
advanced industrialized nations, as well as between developed and developing 
nations.  Not only that, but we teach students that all these nations are 
interdependent as part of a system: economically, politically, culturally, and 
institutionally. 

  

In terms of diversity, we call into question the alleged biological underpinnings of 
racial categories, and the unstated assumption that cultures are isomorphic 
structures with set characteristics shared by all its members.  Instead we show that 
cultures are interconnected and always the topic of debate among its members. 

  

We now have a separate and new sociology library which will feature the seminal 
works of sociology going back over 50 years. This will provide our students with a 
unique opportunity for research and intellectual growth. These materials are the 
result of a donation from the estate of a Mesa College faculty member. 

(REQUIRED) Program challenges  
Discuss challenges to the program. 

With the state of California's focus on “completion” instead of admission as the 
criterion for success, some policy makers propose that students declare majors 
before matriculating.  This could be to the detriment of the sociology department, 
as most matriculating students are unfamiliar with our discipline, but more 
importantly, to the students, who would never discover the benefits of a truly 
liberal arts education. 

(REQUIRED) External influences 



Discuss external influences (Collegewide and beyond). 
Sociology is within the Behavioral Sciences which includes Anthropology and 
Psychology.  The focus on our research and teaching converge and augment each other, so 
we are a tight-knit group who disucss our work across discipline lines literally every 
day.  Also, our adjunct faculty member Charlene Holkenbrink-Monk is the Social and 
Behavioral Science liason.  She facilitates us in meeting institutional goals and 
directives.  We also get tremendous support from our Dean, Charles Zappia, and the Chair 
of Behavioral Sciences, Dina Miyoshi.  Their work is to be commended.  Evan Adelson serves 
on the Academic Senate and Chairs' Committees, and is a member of FACCC, the Faculty 
Assoicaiton of California Community Colleges, on the Political Action Committee, a lobby 
group promoting the interests of community colleges, their faculty and students.  Tanya 
Kravatz is Vice-President of the Dignified Learning Project, a non-profit education 
organization serving underrepresented students.  On the whole, we have several ways of 
connecting our department with the goals of the college and the goals of the State of 
Calfornia. 

(REQUIRED) Areas of Focus 
Describe one or more areas that your department is focusing on. You will refer to this 
response in the Program Analysis Section. 
Sociology as a whole presents an alternative to the dominant neoliberal ideology relating to 
economic and political policy and by doing that prepares our students who want to pursue 
careers in law, education, counseling, public policy, urban planning and governemnt 
service.  We reject that radical individualism that ignores the role of social structure and 
culture and how they affect equality opportunity and upward mobility.  This is especially 
crucial in addressing equity for underrepresented populations and diverse communities in 
San Diego.  Specifically, our two honors courses, Globalization and Social Change and our 
honors section of Contemporary Social Problems.  Those classes encourage students to 
understand their lives in the context of larger social forces that shape employment 
opportunities, the cost of college, the affordibility of housing, and other aspects of life.  Our 
deparetment is also doing six individual honors contracts this semester with paricipation in 
the Mesa College Research Conference and Honors Transfer Council of California Student 
Research Conference at The Univeristy of Calfornia, Irvine. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY.  

Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Describe how the program's industry partners (including advisory 
committee) assist with program improvement including curriculum advice, 
obtaining equipment, providing internships and finding or providing other 
funding (limit 500 characters) (P.N. 1.b.). Please upload Advisory Committee 
minutes from the last year here. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Describe how your program connects to High Schools, Universities 
and Continuing Education, creating career pathways in your field. Include 
articulation, specific projects, collaboration with teachers/professors, etc. (limit 
500 characters) (P.N. 3) 



Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Curriculum Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program Name 
Sociology 

(REQUIRED) What degrees and certificates are offered? 

Associate of Arts Degree in Sociology 

Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer Degree 

Liberal Arts and Sciences Social/Behavioral Sciences- Sociology 

(REQUIRED) How many of each degree and certificate have been earned in the 
past 4 years?  

Associate of Arts in Sociology: 15 Degrees 

Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer: 223 Degrees 

Liberal Arts and Sciences Social/Behavioral Sciences- Sociology: 38 

(REQUIRED) If you have no (or very few) degrees/certificates, what other paths do 
you offer? (for example, GE, transfer) 
In addition to the Associate of Arts Degree in Sociology and the Associate in Arts in 
Sociology for Transfer Degree, our Sociology of the Family SOCO125 is a course elective for 
the Women's Studies Certificate of Completeion. 

(REQUIRED) Have you developed any new courses in the past 4 years? Please 
give details. 

We have developed the following: 

Contemporary Social Problems Honors SOCO110H 

Globalization and Social Change Honors SOCO223H 

Sociology of Latinos SOCO150 

(REQUIRED) Have you made other curricular changes? (for example, 
renumbering, sequence change, co-reqs or pre-reqs) 
no other curricular changes 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY. 



Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) List any licensure and/or accreditation associated with your 
program. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Indicate the program TOP codes for your AA, AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find TOP Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Indicate the SOC codes and title associated with your program’s AA, 
AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find SOC Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Select the sector associated with your program.  
Link to sectors list: In process of being developed 

 No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Sociology 

(REQUIRED) We are halfway through our 6-year cycle. Is your 
department/program on target to complete CLO assessment by Spring 2022? 
Please attach your schedule for CLO assessment, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 
This year we will measure our CLO's for Sociology 110, Sociology 125, Sociology 150, and 
Sociology 223  Because three of those are single courses, we can accomplish each relatively 
easily.  Fall of 2019 we will finish with Sociology 201 and the start on matching our CLO's to 
PLO's 

(REQUIRED) Please list your PLOs. 

  

PLO #1 
Think critically in reading, writing, and/or speaking about topics in Sociology, with a focus 
on collective, as opposed to individualistics, explanations of human behavior, and an 
emphasis on the roles of social structure, culture, and social interaction in shaping behavior, 
both historically and cross-culturally, thereby identifying problems, theses, arguments, 
evidence and conclusions. 
  
PLO #2  
Write or speak about topics in Sociology, with a focus on collective, as opposed to 
indvidualistic, explanations of human behavior, and an emphasis on the roles of social 
structure, culture, and social interaction in shaping behavior, both historically and cross-
culturally, thereby addressing problems, formulating theses, making arguments, analyzing 
and weighing evidence, and deriving conclusions. 
  
PLO #3  
Demonstrate an ability to understand one’s role in society, explain how the theoretical 
underpinnings of sociology explicitly challenge currently dominant ideologies like 
individualism and radical subjectivism, and make ethical 
decisions in complex situations. 
  
PLO #4  
Articulate similarities and contrasts among cultures and global political and economic 
systems, and demonstrate an understanding of cultural pluralism. 

  

  



(REQUIRED) What progress have you made in your PLO assessment? Please 
attach your schedule, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 
We will do our PLO's during the 2019-20 academic year. 

(REQUIRED) What have your completed assessments revealed about your 
courses or program? 
Our high rates of completion, coupled with our high rates of students from previously 
disenfranchised popuilations and our high rates of success tell us that our individual classes 
and our program as a whole are on the right track. 

(REQUIRED) If issues or problems were identified, what is your plan for 
implementing change? 
Our new hire will enable us to reach out to more students through the creation of a 
socioilogy club, outreach to community organizations dedicated to social justice issues, and 
linking programs with similar undergraduate programs at UCSD and sociology of crime 
programs at SDSU. 

(REQUIRED) Based on your assessments, have you identified resource needs? 

 Equipment 

Please provide any other comments. 
We received a San Diego Mesa mini-grant (Innovation Grant) last year to purchase books to 
further stock our sociology research library.  We hope to hire a student with these funds dto 
check out books and other documents to our students.  This will be an excellent resource for 
research papers and essay assignments for all our classes. 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Analysis Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Using the data dashboards, discuss how students are doing in your 
program. Please refer to indicators of success, retention, persistence, etc. 

The sociology program course success rate is 75% which is 3% higher than the overall 
college course success rate standing at 72%. In addition, the Mesa IEPI Goal for 2021/22 
remains constant at 72% while sociology is at a 73% rate. In terms of retention Mesa 
College as a whole is quite successful at an 87%. The sociology program exceeds that rate 
for an overall 90%. 

  

   

  

(REQUIRED) How does your program help to prepare students for success 
beyond your classrooms? 
In a broad sense, sociology demands the use of critical and abstract thinking -- general 
skills with a wide range of applications.  Specifically, when students see the connections 
among political decision-making, ecnomomic resource allocation and cultural beliefs and 
attitudes, they can use this understanding to understand everything from office politics to 
economic recessions.  They are better able to understand the reasons for human behavior 
at the microsocilogical and macrosociological levels, learn how to reason with people, 
encourage them to understand different perspectives and perhaps open their eyes to other 
ways of doing things.  They are better able to understand and appreciate the consequences 
of a life lived under discriminatdion in all its forms: social class, race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation and others.  They are also equipped to appreicate the importance of 
diversity in all areas of social life.  They become better family members, employees, and 
citizens. 

(REQUIRED) Given your stated area(s) of focus in your program overview section, 
has your program introduced new or different actions that may have affected 
changes in these indicators? Please describe. 

In the past four years we have added three classes that strengthen the mission of the 
sociology department and Mesa Colllege simultaneously: Globalization and Social Change 
(Honors), Socology 223 H, and Contemporary Social Problems (Honors), Sociology 110 
H.   The globalization course encourages students to see the role of the United States in 
organizations like the International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization, and GATT 
agreement.  We study fundamentalist terrorism, global warming, genetically modified 
organisms in food, and host of other topics of relevance not only to the world system but to 
their individual lives: the kinds of occupations available, what they eat, and where they 



live.  Studetns write a research paper based on a library workshop, a rough draft with 
comments by the professor, and the use of sources from academic journals. 

The honors social problems class devles into the crucial issues of increasing wealth 
inequality, segregation in schools, access to health care, institutionalized racism, and the 
opportunity for upward mobility in the United States.  Students are required to write a 
thesis concerning the relationship between social inequalities and education.  Students are 
encouraged to submit abstracts to the HTCC and often present their work at these 
conferences. 

(REQUIRED) Has your program introduced any new actions specifically focused 
on issues of equity? Please describe. 

Our Sociology of Latinos course, Sociology 115, recently introduced into our curriculum, 
helps fulfill Mesa's status as a Hispanic Serving Institution as well as giving our students of 
color an undertanding of the historical and demographic aspects of their lives, gives them a 
voice as Amerian and world citizens who have something to offer, and helps them realize 
that education is the foundation of who they are and what they mgiht become. 

Last year, in the Fall of 2017, the Mesa College Sociology Department participated in a 
program at UCSD to increase the number of our students who transfer there.  Professors 
Adelson and Kravatz joined fifteen of our students for a day-long program in which our 
students got a tour of the campus, heard from the department chair and other professors 
about the program, met UCSD undergraduates who described the sociological volunteering 
and service in the San Diego community, and heard the practical knowledge of funding, the 
application process, and graduation.  Serveral of our students transferred there as a direct 
result of that program, commenting to us that they never would have dreamed they would 
be able to attend a university of that academic caliber. 

(REQUIRED) Describe the trends in enrollment for your program. What changes 
might you foresee in the next 2-3 years? 
As with Mesa college as a whole as well as national trends, enrollments in socoilogy have 
declined over the past few years.  We had to cut six classes from our Spring 2019 
schedule.  We are hopeful that with the addition of another tenure-track sociologist this year 
we will be able to diverisfy our offerings even more, do more student outreach, and increse 
our enrollments accordingly.  Although we are a small program, we graduated 276 sociology 
majors in the past four years.  It's no secret that most students come here with little 
knowledge of our discipline and little inclination to major in it, so we can legitimately say we 
have been successful in inspring students to appreciate their college educations and 
reaching for loftier goals than they had previously imagined. 

(REQUIRED) Are there any data sets that are not already provided in the 
dashboards that you could use to inform your program? 
We would like data on which schools our students transfer to, whether those schools were 
their first choice, and how they think their education here prepared them at their current 
institution. 

(REQUIRED) In what ways can the college support your program in our effort to 
encourage major and career exploration early on in a student’s college 
experience? 



Guided Pathways can be a useful way to introduce students to sociology, and also convey to 
them the plethora of careers assisted by our major: law, education, health care, counseling, 
social work, public policy, urban planning, and business. Many students begin their 
education without careful and focused guidance. Guided pathways will help funnel them into 
specific fields and they will therefore maximize the use of their resources and graduate at 
faster rates.  The school can perhaps assist us in making connections with undergraduate 
advisors at area four-year institutions to give students more information on careers related 
to sociology. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs/Services ONLY. 

Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs ONLY: Provide specific labor market information 
showing: 1) Number of jobs available or projected in San Diego County 2) 
Number of other institutions offering the program 3) How many Mesa students 
completed the program in the last three years 4) The pay rates for those in the 
industry (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.A) 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) For CTE Services ONLY: How are CTE students identified and 
tracked for service? (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.B) 
Enter "not applicable" if your service is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY: Upload the report from 
Launchboard that includes at least three (3) of the following Strong Workforce 
metrics for your BASELINE year. 
Please use the Cal-PASS Plus Launchboard Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 
 
Strong Workforce Program Metrics 
a. Number of Enrollments 
b. Number of students Who Got a Degree or Certificate 
c. Number of Students Who Transferred 
d. Percentage of Students Employed in Two Quarters After Exit 
e. Percentage of Students Employed in Four Quarters After Exit 
f. Median Earnings in Dollars Two Quarters After Exit 
g. Percentage of Students Who Achieved a Job Closely Related to Field of Study 
h. Percentage Change in Earrings 
i. Percentage Who Attended a Living Wage. 
 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/services is not CTE. 
No answer specified 



(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY Upload the report from the CCCO 
Perkins site for the College Aggregate Core Indicator Information by 6 digit TOP 
Code.  
Please use the Core Indicator Reports Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Closing the Loop" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Sociology 

(REQUIRED) Which one(s) of the following were received in past year? 

 Faculty 

(REQUIRED) How have these resources benefited your program and your 
students? 
We are currently in the hiring process. 



Request Forms

 BARC & Facilities Requests

 Classified Position Request

 Faculty Position Request
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Reviewers

 Liaison's Review

Form: Instructional Program Liaison's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)

 Manager's Review

Form: Instructional Program Manager's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
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Appendix

A. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Program Overview Section (Form)

B. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Curriculum Section (Form)

C. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Outcomes and Assessment Section (Form)

D. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Program Analysis Section (Form)

E. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Closing the Loop (Form)
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